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1.Pick out the Nouns in the following sentences and say whether they are Proper, Common, 

Material, Collective or Abstract. 

(i) Raman is a good boy. 

(ii) One should believe in truth. 

(iii) A soldier is respected for his bravery. 

(iv) Ornaments are made of gold and silver. 

(v) The case was decided by a bench of judges. 

(vi) Mumbai is a big city. 

(vii) The team won the match. 

(viii) Blindness is the greatest curse. 

(ix) Wisdom is better than strength. 

(x) The table is made of steel. 

2.Write the correct form of pronoun in the following blanks. 

1.Be sure that everyone brings………………….. own book 

2. Mark and …………………. have been very good friends for years. 

3. If………………… calls, tell them that…………………….will be back in an hour. 

4.Did you see Tom and ……………………….. at the match? 

Complete the following by choosing the right option. 

1.Ram is a………boy 

(a) clever 

(b) cleverer 

(c) cleverest 



(d) most cleverest 

2.He had only……………mangoes 

(a) a little 

(b) many 

(c) five 

(d) single 

3.The……… boy had to be punished. 

(a) carefree 

(b) careful 

(c) careless 

(d) caring 

4.He had lost……….. his wealth. 

(a) entire 

(b) whole 

(c) all 

(d) less 

5.The……… woman lives in a small hut. 

(a) poor 

(b) poorer 

(c) poorest 

(d) most poor 

3.Arrange the adjectives. 

1.My(new expensive/expensive new) car 

2.A (nice hot/hot nice)weather. 

3.A (blue long/long blue) scarf. 



4. A (small Italian/Italian small )fountain 

5. A (little poor/poor little) bird. 

6. A (delicious Spanish/Spanish delicious) wine 

4.Fill in the blanks with the correct tense of  the verbs given in the bracket 

1.Look! the sun _____(rise) 

2.Why ……….. you ………….. so fast ? (run) 

3. The children ………. .in the park. (play) 

4. Mohini ……….. a novel now. (read) 

5. Water …………. from the running tap. (flow) 

6. …………… it ………… outside now ? (rain) 

7. What …………. your sister these days ? (do) 

8. I ………… tonight. (return) 

9. They …………… for Kanpur tomorrow. (leave) 

10. Why ………… you ……….. a noise ? (make 

5.Choose the suitable form of the verb that accords with the subject 

1.Everyone was/were present at the funeral service. 

2.Mumps is/are a sore disease. 

3.We ride/rode horses last Sunday. 

4.I have/has a clue to show to solve this question 

5.Has everyone/anybody seen my purse? 

6.I wish I was/were the Chairman. 

7.There are various fish/fishes in the fishbowl. 

8.Half of the girls was/were present in the hall 

 

 



6.Use an ing form.  

1. I enjoy ………………………….. (dance) 

2. ……………………… is prohibited. (trespass) 

3. She accused me of ……………………………… her apples. (steal) 

 4. I still remember ……………………………. (meet) the sage. 

7.Type the correct modal verb into the box. 

can couldn't have to might must ought to shouldn't was able 

1.It's very cold today. Do you think it_________snow later? 

2.You__________leave your door unlocked when you go out. 

3.They_____have filled the car with petrol before they set off. 

4.My motorbike broke down in the middle of nowhere, but luckily I___________to fix it. 

8.The adverbs are in bold letters. State their kinds. 

1.How did you find my room? 

2.Breakfast is almost ready. 

3.Obviously, it is too hot to go out. 

4.She always wakes up early. 

5.All the toys fell down 

 


